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[33] Setting the above against the list of federal undertakings at section 2 of the Code 
makes it very clear that oilfield equipment rental is not part of that list. The sole element 
that would relate to an item at section 2 would be the transportation of the rented 
equipment across provincial boundaries. In this regard, I am aware of the “regular and 
continuous service rule” applicable when determining whether a transportation 
undertaking is conducting an inter-provincial operation. At the basis however, one has to 
be in the presence of a transportation undertaking. In the present case, Total Oilfield 
Rentals is clearly not in the transportation business. There is no claim or evidence to that 
effect. The transportation component of its operation appears to be solely in the support 
of what characterises or determines the nature or raison d’être of the Total Oilfield 
operation to wit, the rental of oilfield equipment, what Counsel describes as “ancillary”, 
and there is no claim or evidence that it is anything but that. There would thus be no basis 
to a claim that Total Oilfield could be seen as a work and undertaking connecting the 
Province with any other or others or extending beyond the limits of the Province, to use 
the wording of paragraph 92(10) (a) of the Constitution Act of 1867. Furthermore, in 
again referring to the list at section 2 of the Code, I have no evidence and there has been 
no claim that Total Oilfield constitutes an undertaking that has been declared by 
Parliament to be for the general advantage of Canada or of two or more provinces. Alike, 
there is no evidence or claim that it constitutes a work, undertaking or business outside 
the exclusive legislative authority of the legislatures of the provinces. This then leads one 
to conclude that the applicable jurisdiction in this case is to be found in that over property 
and civil rights in the province. 
 
 Decision  
 
[34] For all the reasons I have stated above, I find that Total Oilfield is not a federal 
work, undertaking or business and that as a consequence, Part II of the Canada Labour 
Code, does not apply to Total Oilfield as this undertaking does not come within federal 
jurisdiction for the purpose of occupational health and safety. Consequently, the appeal is 
allowed on the basis that the HSO did not have jurisdiction. As a consequence the 
directions issued are void ab initio. 
 
 
 
 
Jean-Pierre Aubre 
Appeals Officer 




